Current News & Events [1]

Recent News

- Healthy Gut and Healthy Heart: AB Nexus Funds Second Round of Grants [3]
- Infectious Disease Containment, Anxiety Disorder Interventions Among Collaborative Projects Funded by AB Nexus Grants [4]
- University of Colorado Anschutz, Boulder Launch New Initiative to Expand Research Collaborations [5]

Upcoming Events

Register to Receive AB Nexus News & Events [6]

AB Nexus Research Collaboration Grant - Informational Session

*Thursday, August 5, 2021, 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.*

The AB Nexus is requesting proposals for the research collaboration grant program. The goal of the grant program is to support interdisciplinary research activities that leverage expertise across the CU Anschutz and CU Boulder campuses. In order to review the grant program and answer questions, AB Nexus will host an informational session on Thursday, August 5 from 9 a.m. – 10 a.m.

The discussion will be led by:

Diane Ladell, MPH, Research Partnership Specialist, CU Anschutz
Kristen Kruszewski, PhD, Research Partnership Specialist, CU Boulder

Individuals are also invited to learn more about the grant program on the [opportunities page](#) of our website. Please email ABNexus_SeedGrants@colorado.edu [8] with any questions.

Register Here [9]

**AB Nexus Research Collaboration Grant - Research Blitz Event**

*Thursday, August 19, 2021, 9 a.m. - 11 a.m.*

The AB Nexus [10] is excited to coordinate a research blitz event in conjunction with the third round of research collaboration grants. The goals are to 1) build the AB Nexus community by promoting awareness of interdisciplinary research activities and 2) cultivate connections
across the Anschutz and Boulder campuses to facilitate opportunities for collaboration.

Call for presenters

AB Nexus is seeking approximately 20 participants to present their research in four-minute, lightning-round sessions.

Those interested in presenting should indicate so on the registration form and register by Monday, August 9. Selected presenters will be notified via email by Wednesday, August 11 and will be provided with a slide template to prepare in advance of the event.

Individuals are also invited to learn more about the grant program on the opportunities page of our website. Please email ABNexus_SeedGrants@colorado.edu with any questions.

Register Here
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